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PRESS RELEASE 

 

Terrassa, September 28th 2020 

 

                                      

 

DESTEX PROJECT ORGANIZES ITS SECOND MONITORING MEETING 

 

On September 23rd, DESTEX partners held its second official meeting virtually to monitor the project progress 

and discuss about the next steps on the project implementation.  

 

The project main objective is to promote the uptake of creativity culture as a catalyst to unlock the innovation 

potential in the advanced textiles’ materials sector. DESTEX is developing a set of tools to bridge industrial and 

creative design to the manufacturing companies in the advanced textile materials’ sector.  

 

In particular, the project is developing a virtual training program led by LCI, an intensive learning program for 

a summer course led DSKD by and a virtual hackathon platform led by POLIMI. During the last stage of the 

project, the team will also compile the best practices identified in a handbook.  

 

LCI started discussing the different options for online platform to launch the virtual training program including 

the different open education resources and videos developed by the partners. The virtual program will follow 

the design double diamond structure (discover, define, develop and deliver) and each partner is completing a 

set of virtual lectures that will be launched in the next two months.  

 

DSKD presented the status of the intensive learning program that will be tested next summer in Milan. This 

will a hands-on program that will bring into practice the concepts from the virtual training.  

 

Lastly, POLIMI reviewed the status of the virtual hackathon platform development, which will be launched 

earlier in 2021 with a series of three demonstration hackathons of textile industrial challenges. The consortium 

is also selecting companies with specific challenges that will be addressed during each of the virtual 

hackathons by transnational teams of students.  

 

http://www.destexproject.eu/
https://en.lcibarcelona.com/?_mkto_trk=id%3a477-GVK-824%26token%3a_mch-lcibarcelona.com-1590502949909-99068&_ga=2.23046268.670615848.1601022064-1220846810.1590502946
https://www.designskolenkolding.dk/en
https://www.polimi.it/en/
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DESTEX project consortium team during POLIMI presentation  

 

 

More information: 

Dr. Ariadna Detrell 

Tel.: +34 608 864 754 / e-mail: adetrell@textils.cat  

https://www.textils.cat  · www.destexproject.eu  
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